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Give Your Stock a Chance
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WHEREVER the old wheel- 
, barrow cleaning system is 

used you find a mussy stable.
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Make More Money and Reduce I 
Your FEED Bills by using

We know that di

* MEAL »
.Il 8 up t0 y°V’ Mr' Farmer, to make your 

stable easy to clean - then it will always 
be cleap.

,h. Y°“.can learn something about how to do 
this in Dillons Book on Clean Stables, which is 
sent free to Farmers. Dillon's make a Litter 
Carrier that lightens work about the stable, 
j ®n equipment any man can put up, and istt'SZSX1"'""'"11' ^

Any Stockman or Farmer can do that easily.
The systematic use of Molasses Meal does not 
feeding costs. mean extra
It operates precisely the other way-It reduces forage bills.
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farmers all
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Caldwell a Molasses Meal solves that

eat feeding value 01 pure Cane 
is acknowledged by progressive 
over the world
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DILLON’S
Litter Carrier

Animals like Molasse* 
It makes other ferdi 
more digestible.
It puts spirit and 
Keeps cows con 
condition—
It quickly brings 
hogs to maturity 
—their highest

-iog stuffs palatable—

go into horses—
tented and in excellent

steers, sheep, lambs and

market value.
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figure it out for yourself.
Get our free book.
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would expect for such subeuntial and well-
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___ P'-re cane molasses and the only ■ __

""‘«I manufactured from pure Cane 1 rlBmr ■
■ Molasses delusively. Clip om |
■ coupon mall 10 u«. and we win send ■ you full particulars.
H The Caldwell Feed Co. |

Dundas, Ont.
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